
Chapter 1 

NON-PROLIFERATION AND 
VERIFICATION RESPONSE 
STRATEGIES IN A MATURING 
TECHNOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT 

James F. Keeley 

The concept of a "mature technological environment" implies certain things.1 

With respect to a product, it implies that the basic principles, functioning and 
design are well-known and relatively standardized. There may be advances 
that make later versions of a product considerably more capable than earlier 
versions, but there are no fundamental changes or advances. Similarly, a 
mature production technology is relatively well-known and standardized, 
involving no new principles even though later versions may be more capable 
than earlier versions. The normal barriers to acquisition of product or produc
tion technology presented by innovation — basic scientific and technological 
engineering capabilities, and the ability to assemble die needed resources and 
skills in a specific location - are therefore of declining importance. In a 
commercial context, maturing technologies may still be subject to economy of 
scale considerations that favour large or increasing scales of investment. This 
is due to the need to meet price competition on a per-unit basis. This consti
tutes a final barrier to entry, yet even this may be surmounted if there is only 
a slow increase in the scale of needed investment. Additionally, in some cases 
competitive pressures may be reduced or certain older processes may still be 
viable, for certain purposes where neither the product nor the production 
technology need to be the latest.2 Finally, while the conditions of maturation 

1. See James F. Keeley, Nancy J. Pearson-Mackie and Shawn MacWha, "Weapons of Mass 
Destruction as Mature Technologies: Implications for Control, Verification and Confi
dence-Building," a report prepared for the Verification Research Unit, Department of 
Foreign Affairs, November 5, 1993. An overview is provided in James F. Keeley, 
"Weapons of Mass Destruction as Mature Technologies," in David Mutimer, ed., Control 
but Verify; Verification arid the New Non-Proliferation Agenda (Toronto: Centre for 
International and Strategic Studies, York University, 1994), 171-179. 

2. See. e.g., Frances Stewart. "Choice of Technique in Developing Countries," Journal of 
Development Studies, 9 (1) 1972, 99-121. 
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could, for reasons of economies of scale, point to increased concentration in 
an industry, they could also point to a wider selection of suppliers, whether of 
final products or of inputs into the production stream of a product. Both the 
availability of additional suppliers, whether foreign or domestic, and the basic 
maturity of the product or production process, could undermine bargaining 
advantages that would initially accrue to the possessor of a new product or 
technology. Thus, the dynamics of maturation are tied to the product life cycle 
and to the hypothesis of an "obsolescing bargain" between suppliers of and 
recipients of a technology.3 

In military terms, further considerations apply. Military competition is not 
simply in terms of production price, though for large runs or a large volume of 
use this may still be a significant factor. The needed scale of production is 
related, instead, to both the projected use and to the character of the opposi
tion.4 If one faces older weaponry, one need not require the latest weaponry. 
Although considerations of pride, larger or longer-term ambitions or other 
objectives may influence one's estimate of what size and capability of a force 
will constitute "good enough," "good enough" is still good enough; the lead
ing edge may be unnecessary, and pursuit of leading-edge or "gold plated" 
technology may be positively undesirable. As well, weapons of mass destruc
tion add a particular twist. Their inherently greater destructive potential means 
that both crude weapons and relatively low penetration rates are both still 
quite threatening, perhaps even against more sophisticated foes. The "good 
enough" standard for such weapons may, consequently, be rather lower and 
more robust than even for conventional weaponry. 

From a non-proliferation stand-point, technological maturation implies that 
more states may be better able to produce weaponry, even if the designs (or the 
delivery systems) and/or the production methods are crude,5 that such weap-

3. For an initial statement of the product life cycle model, see Raymond Vernon, "Interna
tional Investment and International Trade in the Product Cycle" in Jeffrey A. Frieden and 
David A. Lake eds., International Political Economy: Perspectives on Global Power and 
Wealth (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1987), 174-186. On the "obsolescing bargain" 
hypothesis see Stephen J. Kobrin, "Testing the bargaining hypothesis in the manufacturing 
sector in developing countries" International Organization, 41 (4) 1987, 609-638. 

4. See, e.g., the various levels of targets and associated production in Brad Roberts, "Chemical 
Disarmament and International Security" Adelphi Papers, No. 276 (Spring 1992), 82-83. 
Iraqi chemical weapons, apparently of relatively low quality, were none the less quite useful 
against ill-prepared Iranian troops and against unprotected Iraqi civilians. For an exami
nation of Iraqi aims and accomplishments in the use of ballistic missiles (albeit with 
conventional warheads) during the first and second Gulf Wars, see W. Andrew Terrill, 
"The Gulf War and Ballistic Missile Proliferation" Comparative Strategy, 11 (2) 1992, 
163-176. 

5. Technological changes can give even old methods a new lease on life. Iraq used computer 
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ens may be suitable for at least some political or military purposes, and that 
the ability of "supplier states" - the possessors of a technological edge in such 
weapons - to control their proliferation may consequently be eroding substan
tially. This could particularly be the case for weapons of mass destruction, 
though different weapons in this category will be at different stages in the 
innovation-maturation cycle and/or progressing through it at different rates.6 

How one might respond to these broad and inherent dynamics of industrial 
products and production technology constitutes the policy problem explored 
in this paper. 

Setting Up the Policy Problem 
Diagram 1 anchors a particular organization of the policy problem and of a 
line of response to it. It presents a simple matrix which orders weapons 
programs by the quality of the weapon and the scale or volume of production 
of the program. Each cell may be treated as an entry point for a possible 
weapon producer or a destination point from another cell. The diagram thus 
includes some possible "transition paths" from lower to higher cells. 

The cells in the matrix, and the transition paths indicated, are as follows; 

Cell 1: a high-quality and large force. Being quite demanding, this might be 
out of reach for most states. A state might enter this cell directly or 
from another cell, especially from Cell 2. 

Cell 2: a small but high-quality force. This would be a likely target cell for 
a state with developed but still limited resources. It could likely re
flect relatively defensive, deterrent objectives, be a stepping-stone 
to a larger force, be the best that a state was capable of, or could 
reflect a state having difficulty keeping up in the innovative race. 

Cell 3 : a large but low-quality force. This could reflect a competition with 
an unsophisticated rival, an attempt to compensate for low quality 

and fibre-optic technology to improve the performance of their calutrons. Peter D. 
Zimmerman, Iraq's Nuclear Achievements: Components, Sources, and Stature (Washing
ton: Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, February 18, 1993), 17. Heaiso 
notes (page 4) that many elements for a implosion weapon are now widely known and 
attainable. 

6. Christopher Freeman and Carlota Perez, "Structural crises of adjustment, business cycles 
and investment behaviour," in Giovanni Dosi et al. eds., Technical Change and Economic 
Theory (London: Pinter, 1988), 50-57, place nuclear weapons and missiles in the fourth of 
their Five long waves of economic growth, the 1930s/40s to 1980s/9Gs. Chemical weapons 
could be located both here (for nerve gases) and in the third wave (mustard gas and others 
of the World War One period) as well. Longer-range ballistic missiles are still particularly 
demanding. Biological weapons could be both quite old and, by virtue of recent techno 
logical advances, quite new, but the latest innovations may well reduce barriers to entry. 
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Diagram 1: Quality-Volume Matrix 
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by size, or an immediate significant need in which quality is a sec
ondary consideration. This would be an unlikely stepping-stone 
directly to a Cell 1 force, given the scale of the qualitative shifts 
needed, but a state in Cell 3 could still attempt a later transit to Cell 2. 

Cell 4: a low-quality and small force. This could be intended primarily for 
minimal or existential deterrence or for psychological-political (e.g., 
actual or threatened terror) use, or as an effort to obtain or maintain 
an option or a bargaining chip. It could, therefore, be a minimal 
entry-level force, either as a final target or as a stepping-stone to a 
Cell 2 or Cell 3 force. 

The quality measure of the matrix is relative to the latest military technol
ogy. However, a state may be producing, or seeking to produce, not near the 
edge of the technology's envelope, but rather near the edge of its own techno
logical capabilities envelope. Considerations of pride, prestige and future 
possibilities, as well as fears of the world reaction to the program (especially 
cut-offs of essential or helpful items) might lead a state to push the edge of its 
envelope, including through imports, while it can. 

A number of generally relatively benign assumptions are made with respect 
to both this matrix and the policy objectives derived from it. Changing these 
assumptions could mean significant changes in the policy consequences so 
derived. These are as follows. First, higher quality is not only more demand
ing than lower, but also higher-quality weapons are less likely to be produced 
through dual-use processes and techniques. Thus, they will be more distin-
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guishable, and sooner, along a production stream than will be more "civilian-
ized" (but also lower quality) alternatives. Effectively, leading-edge military 
technology is more demanding than civilian technology. Second, high-quality 
efforts will therefore be relatively visible, ceteris paribus, as compared to 
lower quality production.7 Third, a state producing at or near the edge of its 
capability envelope (or attempting to push its envelope outward) may need 
more, and/or more significant and distinctive, foreign inputs. Fourth, larger-
scale production will be more visible than smaller-scale. Fifth, some cell 
entries will be more difficult to prevent than others in purely production 
capability terms, specifically lower cells as compared to higher. The most 
difficult state to deal with might therefore be the fairly advanced state produc
ing a small force well within its capabilities envelope. Other, less-advanced 
states might have considerable difficulties producing even a minimal weapon 
to meet a fairly undemanding "good enough" criterion. Sixth, higher cells, 
aside from being more ready, or at least more visible, targets for control 
measures, could also be more threatening. This assumption could be ques
tioned, since "quality" is not a homogeneous concept.8 A higher-quality force, 
however, aside from being more prestigious, is more likely to serve its posses
sor's political-strategic needs and to trigger demonstration effects. Larger 
forces may be more likely to trigger proliferation chain effects.0 

A number of non-proliferation policy objectives might derived from this 
matrix. Obviously, it is desirable to prevent any entry anywhere in it. A more 
elaborate and graduated set of objectives might be as follows: (a) try to 

7. This could be a very complex thing: higher environmental and safety standards, for 
example, may or may not give away military production, given advances in civilian 
standards of production. On the other hand, lower standards could produce distinctive 
waste streams and injuries, but not a telltale effort to acquire, or presence of, distinctive 
equipment. 

8. This may seem reasonable on the side of scale of production, but more questionable for 
quality. In a situation of nuclear rivalry, for example, it is preferable for crisis stability 
reasons that the two sides have second-strike capabilities rather than only first strike 
capabilities, yet second-strike forces are likely more demanding. Similar considerations 
follow from concerns about unauthorized uses or technically dangerous weapons. Zimmer
man (page 18) suggests that Iraqi weapons were designed in a rather unsafe way. Thus. 
different considerations might point to different quality preferences. Unfortunately, efforts 
to overcome the dangers of crude nuclear forces through assisting quality improvements 
could be seen as accepting and even rewarding such forces, and thus would run counter to 
a non-proliferation objective. From a non-proliferation policy perspective, it might be 
desirable to force proliferators to live (or die) with certain defects in their weapons, though 
not with others. 

9. The demonstration effect arises as others take the proliferator as a positive example. The 
proliferation chain effect arises as others feel threatened by its entry, and so seek to acquire 
matching capabilities. 
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discourage direct entries into higher cells; (b) try to discourage transitions 
from lower to higher cells; (c) try to roll programs back from higher to lower 
cells, ultimately into cell 4 or out of the matrix entirely; (d) try to restrict 
direct entries into cell 4; (e) try to make cell 4 entries as unattractive as 
possible; (f) once a state enters the matrix, try to prevent demonstration and 
proliferation chain effects. The basic objectives, other than (f), are to try to 
hold entries in or force them back into lower-level cells, especially cell 4, and 
to make cell 4 as unattractive as possible. The combination, presumably, 
would tend to deter or otherwise discourage entries, whether by a given state 
or by others seeking to imitate it or to respond to it. 

A F o c u s o n Product ion S t r e a m s 
There are several responses for meeting a proliferation threat, and any given 
threat is likely to generate a mix of these. The choices and weighting of 
specific responses in a mix will reflect not only considerations of what is 
available and feasible but also what one's policy objectives are (non-prolifer
ation may only be one objective and not the most important), the specific 
threat posed by a proliferator, the regional and global context (including how 
others might respond both to the proliferation and to various responses), the 
need to co-ordinate or the desirability of coordinating with other states in 
responding, and the specific reasons why the proliferator chose to seek acqui
sition of the weapon in question. Regime characteristics and maintenance (if a 
non-proliferation regime exists) and considerations of non-discrimination 
may point to a standardized set of responses, but the requirements of particu
lar cases will work against this.10 

Response strategies may none the less be categorized by their orientation 
towards control possibilities and/or to the nature of the proliferation problem. 
Some applicable categories could include: latent and end-use proliferation; 
prevention versus failure management; supply-side and demand-side mea
sures; technical and political measures; and incentives and disincentives. 
These overlap and interconnect. They may be condensed to two targets: the 
decision process, and the feared or actual weapons production stream. A 
variety of instruments may be brought to bear on these targets. For our 
purposes, the stress will be particularly on supply-control means of dealing 
with technical factors, and on information and verification instruments. 

A focus on technical factors does not imply that these alone are significant. 
One implication of the eroding basis for supply-control approaches is pre-

10. The case of North Korea is pertinent here. See also James F. Keeley, "Legitimacy, 
Capability, Effectiveness and the Future of the NPT" in David B. Dewitt ed.. Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation and Global Security (London: Croom Helm, 1987), 37-39. 
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cisely the need to complement them with other, more directly politically- and 
decision-oriented responses. One underlying objective for a technical or a 
supply-control policy may be precisely to create future conditions more ame
nable to political and decision-oriented measures. The objectives noted above 
seek, in a first group, to drive states away from forces deemed more dangerous 
but also possibly more susceptible (at least as direct entries) to control or 
blocking efforts. Then a second group comes into play. If states are blocked 
from the more dangerous cells, yet also those that are more visible and more 
vulnerable to outside control efforts (ceteris paribus), how can they then also 
be driven from, or discouraged from entering, less capable but also less visible 
and less vulnerable cells? It may well be that largely technologically-oriented 
strategies will be useful in achieving the first set of objectives, but will be 
much more limited in the second set. There they may have to be supplemented 
by measures to reduce the attractiveness of the force that can be produced, and 
complemented by political measures to reduce the pressures to acquire even 
such a force. Political measures will, of course, also have their use in achiev
ing the first set of objectives. 

For the purposes of this paper, the state's potential or actual production 
structure is the target of policy. This may be visualized in terms suggested by 
Grin and Brauch, and by Molas and Walker." Their discussions focus partic
ularly on the civilian-military overlap and the possibility that civilian technol
ogy is becoming the cutting edge, but a rough, stylized diagram along the lines 
of Diagram 2 might still be useful in indicating the problem from a more 
general viewpoint. 

Brauch and Grin suggest that the distinctiveness of military technologies 
and applications increases as one moves downstream, from the basic technolo
gies and materials through to systems integration and testing. The devel
opment of the dual-use problem may blur this distinctiveness even at points 
well downstream. As well, this need not mean that distinctive inputs, as
semblies, combinations and processes might not also show up further up
stream, but this possibility will vary with the weapon under consideration. 
From a mature technology viewpoint, such a stream is applicable even if the 

11. John Grin and Hans Giinter Brauch, "Introduction: controlling the development and spread 
of destabilizing technologies - perspectives and challenges for arms control and disar
mament in the 1990s," in Brauch et al. eds., Controlling the Development and Spread of 
Military Technology: Lessons from the past and challenges for the 1990s (Amsterdam: 
VU University Press,! 992), 4-5; Jordi Molas and William Walker, "Military innovation's 
growing reliance on civil technology: A new source of dynamism and structural change" 
in Wim A. Smit et al. eds., Military Technological Innovation and Stability in a Changing 
World: Politically assessing and influencing weapon innovation and military research and 
development (Amsterdam: VU University Press, 1992). 15-26. 
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Diagram 2: A Stylized Weapons Production Stream 
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particular processes, components and integration reflect older or even non
commercial technology. 

The production stream as a problem area may be approached in several 
ways. First, for the case of a civilian stream, there is the problem of diversions 
from a known civilian stream to military purposes. This assumes the existence 
of a legitimate civilian stream but tries to control it, typically guarding against 
diversion by means of safeguards of various sorts. A diversion approach 
assumes the existence of a clandestine stream of weapon-related production. 
The objects of policy might be, then, both to block diversions from occurring 
(typically through fear of detection), and to force a clandestine proliferator to 
begin his diversion operations, or his clandestine stream of production, as far 
upstream from a weapon as possible. On the one hand, this second objective 
imposes a greater cost on a proliferator by requiring him to construct and hide 
a greater amount of activity. On the other hand, particularly at the farther 
reaches of the upstream production processes, diversions from civilian to 
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unknown or proscribed uses might be hard to detect. A very specific objective 
for safeguarding might therefore be to find the farthest upstream point on a 
civilian production stream at which safeguarding might be initiated with some 
reasonable effectiveness. 

A second case is precisely that of a military production stream, whether 
overt or clandestine, and whether or not in violation of international obliga
tions. It may be desirable to inhibit or hinder a legitimate military production 
stream. If that state is constructing or operating a clandestine stream, it is 
necessary to detect il as well as to hinder it. If the clandestine stream is only 
partial, beginning at some point relatively downstream in the production 
process, it may be sustained by diversions from a legitimate stream. These 
must then be detected. If it starts farther upstream, diversions may not be an 
adequate indicator, and additional intelligence and verification measures may 
be needed. Supplier controls may be one source of information about such a 
possibility, as well as a means of countering or complicating it. 

A third case is the "smash and grab" seizure and conversion of such materi
als for weaponization, without much concern for detection. This arises partic
ularly for items readily convertible to weapons use. For this case we may 
assume that the specific weaponization stages of production have been 
acquired. This is a variant of the clandestine partial stream of production, 
concentrating particularly on the downstream, weaponization, portion. 
Because detection is not a major concern for the proliferator in this case, 
safeguards against diversion are not a strong defence. If, however, the acqui
sition of the weaponization capacity in advance can be detected - if, for 
example, it has specific and reasonably unique requirements - then hindering 
or blocking the development of this downstream capacity may be a viable 
objective. Detection and blocking may require steps that go well beyond the 
usual focus on civilian production, however, and concern such things as 
delivery systems, specific munitions, the character of a military establish
ment, and so on: all those steps which must be taken before a weapon actually 
exists or can be used. Action at this stage may or may not be able to block the 
development of a military capability, but it may be able to restrict the quality 
of such a capability, particularly if a proliferator cannot openly field it.12 A 
specific "weaponization" focus may be useful as well in the other cases, not 

12. "Opaque" proliferators may seek to hide their capacity, but the means they adopt to do this 
could inhibit the full and effective integration of such weapons, at any level of numbers, 
into their military establishments and so limit their usefulness. On "opacity" in the nuclear 
case, see Avner Cohen and Benjamin Frankel, "Opaque Nuclear Proliferation" Journal of 
Strategic Studies, 13 (3) 1990, particularly 20-23. 
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only "smash and grab," since these possibilities exist regardless of how the 
weaponization stage is reached. 

From a latent proliferation point of view, a production stream will be 
threatening in terms of the state's ability to move from civilian capabilities to 
a weapons production capability, by converting its civilian plant or by drawing 
on the experience it gains in running this plant. The chief fear is that the 
existence of relevant technology and the development of experience with it 
will themselves lower the costs on the margin for a weapon decision. The goal 
here will be to try to prevent a state from acquiring key, particularly down
stream, capabilities that are crucial steps towards a weapons production poten
tial. Failing that, one might fall back on an end-use approach and seek to 
safeguard the civilian production stream to try to prevent its diversion to 
military production. Obviously, increasingly dual-use capabilities complicate 
these approaches, especially if they reach farther downstream or are spread
ing. If military technology leads civilian, direct reliance on civilian production 
(unless the dual-use possibility simply removes the distinction for all useful 
purposes) will probably produce lower quality weapons. As well, a civilian 
capability will likely be driven by economic considerations to be as efficient 
and economically competitive as possible. A state building its weapons ca
pacity from this base will thus likely seek relatively advanced civilian ca
pabilities rather than older, less economically-competitive technology even if 
that technology could arguable be "more appropriate." Such a program is 
vulnerable to outside supply considerations, since it is more likely to stretch a 
state's capability envelope. If a weapons program is approached as a marginal 
bonus or an option added to an advanced civilian program, if the state is 
drifting into a weapons program, or if the target is a quality weapon, it also 
may be vulnerable to outside supply considerations. 

If the target production stream is directly military, neidier latent nor end-use 
definitions of the problem are particularly relevant: the weapons decision has 
been made already, and considerations of civilian capabilities or spin-offs 
from them are less likely to play significant roles. The state may still go for the 
best weapon it can produce, stretching its technology envelope regardless of 
how far short it falls of cutting-edge means and results, or it may consciously 
settle for a weapon design and for production processes that are less than 
advanced precisely because they are more within its grasp, more likely to be 
overlooked by others and more likely to reduce its vulnerability to outside 
supply considerations. This is also where the "good enough" criterion comes into 
play. Such a production stream could well be designed with considerations of 
secrecy, reduced vulnerability, feasibility and "good enough" dominant. 

With respect to the production stream, a variety of specific but connected 
policy objectives might exist: 
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J. Disrupt an existing stream - civilian or especially military. This could 
include measures to destroy facilities and capabilities, or efforts to get a 
state to renounce these. Especially for civilian capabilities, one could try to 
internationalize the stream of production so that no one state has all the 
crucial stages under its control. This was implied in the 1970s concept of 
Regional Fuel Cycle Centres in the nuclear area, but also underlies the 
European Coal and Steel Community, states that need each other to produce 
weapons are less likely to be able to (or want to) fight each other. There is 
no production necessity that such internationalized streams be organized on 
a regional basis. There might be some confidence-building payoffs and 
reductions in anticipations of proliferation chain effects if they are, how
ever, since it could then be easier for each participant to watch the others. 

2. Open existing - presumably civilian - streams to outside view and to 
verification. This would not destroy the stream, but could produce more 
information (and verify it) about a state's capabilities and activities, and so 
help to sustain assurance in others. It would also, indirectly, make it more 
difficult for a state to produce a dedicated or hybrid production stream, by 
requiring it to do so clandestinely. Various verification and transparency 
measures can be used to achieve this goal, but another possibility should 
also be considered: the entry of foreign producers (e.g., multinational 
corporations) into a state's domestic production stream may also serve to 
open it up. It could also introduce additional participants into a national 
decision process. 

3. Drive the weapons production stream underground. If open production is 
unattractive and diversions from civilian capabilities are either blocked by 
safeguards or unlikely because of a weak civilian sector, a state may be 
driven to develop a clandestine production stream. Adequate safeguards 
over overt facilities will prevent the use of merely a partial clandestine 
stream (since diversions might be detected). Other verification techniques 
may have to be used, however, to detect clandestine stages or a clandestine 
stream.13 The further upstream safeguards reach in an open stream, the 
longer the clandestine path will have to be. As well, by forcing a state to 
resort to clandestine means, we might also be able to hinder its ability to 
acquire quality foreign components. It may turn instead to domestic produc
tion: thus, rigorous supply controls may drive a state into less vulnerable or 
visible production strategies, and to that degree may have an undesirable 

13. Adequate safeguards will indicate diversions to a partially clandestine stream and so will 
push a state towards a fully clandestine stream. As the Iraqi case demonstrates, only 
verification measures that go beyond safeguarding declared sites will be able to deal with this 
threat. 
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effect. However, this may also push the proliferating state to resort to less 
attractive and less feasible production paths, and to produce lower-quality 
weapons. In either case, hindering a state's ability to produce or acquire the 
necessary components, or the means of production may affect its ability to 
satisfy its "good enough" criterion. 

4. Discourage the creation of a stream of production. This would be similar to 
policies 1 and 3, but would apply before rather than after the fact. 

5. Thin out vertically integrated production streams, or at least hinder efforts 
to thicken them. In confronting an existing production stream, the degree of 
vertical integration in a production stream is not merely a question of how 
far upstream the state operates. The most dangerous part of the stream is its 
lower end, while the farther upstream one goes the more ambiguities might 
accumulate. Blocking an extension upstream may thus limit access to 
essential inputs, but will also be mote difficult. Attacking a vertically-in
tegrated production stream closer to the product end will be more directly 
and immediately productive. In terms of vulnerability to attack, we might 
characterize vertically integrated production streams, or any point along 
them, as incomplete, thin or thick. An incomplete stream or point is one 
where the state cannot domestically fill one or more stages in the production 
process. It is directly vulnerable to disruption. A thin stream or point is one 
in which the state is able to fill the direct stage in the production stream, but 
is dependent on outside inputs directly into the stream. It is indirectly 
vulnerable through disruption of its immediate inputs. It may also be 
relatively visible if the outside inputs have particular characteristics. A thick 
stream or point is one in which the state controls inputs at at least one 
remove from the direct production stream. It is less vulnerable and less 
visible because its inputs are more fully under the producer's control, and 
those which are drawn from outside, being further from the direct chain, 
may less clearly suggest a military use. The higher the quality of the weapon 
or the production process a state aims at, the more likely it is to have a 
thinner or even incomplete, hence more vulnerable and visible, production 
stream. A thick stream, while avoiding these disadvantages, may also limit 
the quality that a state can attain by forcing it to rely on limited domestic 
capabilities. Thus, even if attempts to create or exploit thinness lead the 
target state to "thicken" its vertical integration, the result may still create 
problems for it. 

S o m e L i n e s of R e s p o n s e 
A focus on production streams could thus seek to fragment, block or hinder 
the development of a suspect or an undesirable production stream, whether 
overt or clandestine, to drive such a stream towards a product less likely to 
be useful for the intended purposes or otherwise less attractive, or to shape 
a production stream (especially a civilian stream) in desirable ways or at 
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least subject it to some degree of transparency. Unfortunately, technical 
approaches and, within these, supply-focussed approaches, have a diminish
ing effectiveness in the face of technological maturation and the development 
of indigenous capabilities. If pursued in the long run without supplementation 
by other, more directly political measures, they may actually have perverse 
effects, at least with determined and moderately capable states. As already 
noted, efforts to exploit thinness in a production stream may encourage a 
thickening response which may build up a domestic production capacity (if at 
a lower quality level) and thus reduce vulnerability to outside forces.14 

One broad objective for technical and supply-based approaches must there
fore be to structure non-proliferation and verification measures that can resist 
the erosion of supplier monopolies and the pattern of the obsolescing bargain. 
They may provide a springboard for measures less directly dependent on 
technological advantage. They must anticipate and provide for their own 
diminished capability in the future. This could be done through agreements 
using contagion and full-scope safeguards, and other techniques which go 
beyond specific items and which produce longer-term control systems over 
production activities. 

A broad difficulty here in dealing with most states, for whom the prolifera
tion risk is relatively low, is to find a bargain which will provide adequate 
controls while stilt being acceptable when the shift in bargaining power 
occurs. For other, more problematic states, it is to devise means suitable for 
uncovering, tracking, and blocking or hindering undesirable activities. 
Finally, a single control system will have to deal with both cases simulta
neously and be suitable for both. A universal, non-discriminatory system may 
be suitable for the former, but it might not be equal to the demands of the latter 
without being largely unacceptable to most states. One approach to satisfying 
these two rather contradictory sets of requirements may be to devise a univer
sal "menu" of techniques, but also "sub-menus" of additional techniques 
which can be applied on a case-by-case or marginal basis as occasion war
rants. (In safeguarding, the International Atomic Energy Agency's "special 
inspection" right under the NPT is an example.) 

14. Iraq was unable to buy krytrons for its nuclear program, but was able to use, and produce 
locally, junction switches which would serve. This may be a return to a Manhattan 
Project-era technology. Zimmerman, Iraq's Nuclear Achievements, 22. Lillian Hoddeson 
etal. Critical Assembly: A Technical History of Los Alamos during the Oppenheimer Years, 
19431945 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 301-307. The open publica
tion of such technical histories as well as the availability of declassified material from 
Manhattan Project files could be of use to bomb designers. 
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Other approaches may be worth investigating. For example, technology 
transfer and globalization may present lines of possible responses as well as 
problems to be dealt with. If we view the active transfer of technology or the 
spread of technological capabilities through processes of maturation as inher
ent or unstoppable dynamics, we should also investigate the control possibili
ties that these could present. This could apply in all sectors of production, up 
to and including weapons production itself. The transfer of technology and the 
development of co-production and licensing agreements may well contribute 
to the spread of a technology with undesirable military applications.15 How
ever, it may be very difficult to prevent either the acquisition of such technol
ogy (or its products) from abroad or its indigenous development. 

Depending on the character of the technology transfer or of the production 
agreement, there may also be possible gains. An agreement that fragments a 
production stream among a number of countries rather than simply building 
up an indigenous, vertrcai!/y-integrated, production stream, may serve a non-
proliferation purpose. An agreement that opens up a civilian production 
stream to outside view increases transparency. An agreement that inserts a 
foreign producer into a civilian stream could also affect the decision process. 
There would be political difficulties facing such approaches, not least being a 
local dislike of foreign producers or of dependence on an internationalized 
production network. They might still be worth exploring. 

Within the realm of technical approaches, supply-based controls are a dom
inant set of means. Such controls may serve overlapping purposes. First, they 
might directly create or reinforce barriers to entry into production by denying 
or hindering the acquisition of significant material, equipment or technology 
from foreign sources. This may be sufficient to block a program, or it may 
force the proliferator to push its foreign acquisition efforts farther from the 
direct production stream and produce more of its inputs and stages domesti
cally. In either case, this could increase costs and difficulty and affect the 
quality of the resulting weapon. This could have some use even with respect 
to trying to limit the potential for a "smash and grab" program. Second, they 
may be vehicles to extend safeguards and other controls over the entire range 
of a state's civilian production stream, thus hindering diversions from this into 
clandestine weapons production and forcing the state to begin clandestine 

15. Richard A. Bitzinger, "The Globalization of the Arms Industry: The Next Proliferation 
Challenge'* International Security, 19 (2) 1994, 170-198, examines the problems that 
globalization in particular poses. See also Keith Krause, "The Maturing Conventional 
Arms Transfer and Production System: Implications for Proliferation Control," Research 
Report for the Non-Proliferation, Arms Control and Disarmament Division, Department 
of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (Toronto: Centre tor International and Strategic 
Studies, York University, September 1994). 
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operations farther upstream. Third, they may be used to shape a state's produc
tion capacity in certain directions and to discourage its evolution in others. 
Fourth, they may be used to obtain more information about a state's produc
tion capability, intentions and activities. This is supported by the state's 
purchasing activity as well as by any broader safeguards and conditions 
applied to declared production streams. On the level of clandestine programs 
and related acquisition efforts, uncovering such acquisition efforts could also 
provide useful information. Fifth, they may help suppliers to coordinate to 
avoid undercutting, to improve control implementation, and in information 
sharing. With respect to military or clandestine production streams, the broad 
objectives of supply control would be to deter, detect, degrade and destroy 
such streams. For civilian production streams with possible or potential mili
tary use (in themselves or by extension), me objectives might be to deter and 
detect diversions, and to open up or internationalize such streams. 

Supporting these various objectives are a number of more specific tech
niques and tools,16 including: (a) blocking or only conditionally allowing the 
export of certain items;17 (b) safeguards requirements; (c) controls to limit the 
accumulation of stockpiles of key materials; (d) consent requirements, to 
control whether or where certain processes may be carried out; (e) retransfcr 
controls, to limit, block or allow conditionally re-exports from a recipient; and 
(f) end-use controls. The problems of devising and maintaining adequate 
supply controls under conditions of maturation are considerable. A focus 
simply on the latest technology will not do by itself. In this respect, COCOM 
will not do as a model. While perhaps adequate for an arms race, a situation of 
competitive innovation, it is inadequate for a more general non-proliferation 
or disarmament focus, much less for a context in which older technologies 
may still be suitable. Some memory of and focus on earlier but still service
able production methods and weapon designs must be maintained. The control 
problem is exacerbated further by the increasing availability of dual-use 
technologies. There are also a number of counter-strategies which a prolifer-
ator might use to deal with supply controls.18 

16. This list draws largely on nuclear supply controls. 

17. See Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy, National Academy of Sci 
ences, National Academy of Engineering and Institute of Medicine, Finding Common 
Ground: U.S. Export Controls in a Changed Global Environment (Washington, D.C.: 
National Academy Press, 1991), 109-110 for a list of eight levels and techniques. 

18. Harald Muller etal., "From Black Sheep to White Angel? The New German Export Control 
Policy," PRIF Reports No. 32 (Frankfurt: Peace Research Institute Frankfurt, January 
1994), 6-10, notes a number of these. For a brief examination of the "controllability" of 
various exports, see Finding Common Ground, 162-164. 
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A number of specific problems arise around export control lists, including 
their formation and revision (with industry consultation), their structure (e.g., 
differentiation among classes of items and among countries regarding level or 
type of control), the administration and enforcement of such a list, and co
ordination among many suppliers. The list of potentially-significant export 
items may grow unwieldy, the effort to apply such controls to them will 
become more demanding and costly, and the prospect of serious or even 
unacceptable interference in legitimate commerce and production will in
crease. Suggestions to trim back such lists to key items, or to downgrade some 
items in a segmented, multi-level list, however, must be carried through 
carefully if they are not to let too much through. As more information is 
gathered, problems of correlation and analysis increase. 

Co-ordination problems both within and among states create serious diffi
culties both for blocking efforts and for permitting legitimate commerce. As 
multiple agencies within a state are drawn into a control effort, differences in 
their priorities and expertise, and problems of co-ordination among them, 
increase. Who runs the control machinery could dictate which of these objec
tives dominates. Among states, if suppliers do not share information about 
acquisition activities, they reduce the chance of noticing unusual purchase 
requests and patterns and of blocking or hindering them. A failure to share 
information creates a situation in which a single knowledgeable purchaser 
confronts several uncoordinated suppliers and can exploit their fragmentation. 
Such a state may make numerous purchases below thresholds, or disaggregate 
its purchases to buy bits of larger systems from various suppliers. Thus, 
knowledge about requests, acquisitions and denials should be shared and 
aggregated. As well, a failure to harmonize requirements will make some 
suppliers loopholes or weak points in the control network. Failures to follow 
up exports or to require suitable retransfer controls will also be weaknesses. 
Finally, incompatible information-gathering systems will create difficulties in 
sharing and analyzing information. 

Given the difficulties facing supply-based and technology-based control, 
we might similarly expect problems to be faced by verification systems. This 
is particularly exacerbated if dual-use technology is available and may quickly 
be adapted from civilian to military use. However, some production stream 
objectives and techniques might be supportive of verification if an initial 
supplier advantage can be used to place verifiable obligations on such a 
stream.19 Here again, however, such a system must be able to cope with 

19. For an examination of various verification techniques and their potential "synergistic" 
interaction, see Patricia B. McFate el al., "Constraining Proliferation: The Contribution of 
Verification Synergies,*' Arms Control Verification Studies, No. 5 (Ottawa: External 
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changing technology and with potentially forgotten technology, and must also 
be able to withstand the obsolescing bargain. 

A distinction should be made both between verification and other in
formation-based policy instruments and within verification itself. Not all 
systems that provide information arc necessarily intended for verification 
purposes, although the information they provide may be useful for such a 
purpose. Confidence-building measures, for example, may provide informa
tion, and indeed may be devised partially to smooth (he operation of a veri
fication system. They may also simply provide voluntary information not 
subject to an independent check. Such information could be analyzed for new, 
unusual or inconsistent features, but it would not constitute a verification 
system. Verification more strictly speaking refers to systems to ensure compli
ance with international obligations. For this purpose, an element of indepen
dent checking is essential. 

A distinction is also necessary between a diversion-focussed approach and one 
that focuses on clandestine activities, although the two overlap. A verification 
system to guard against diversions from or misuse of a production stream is 
applied to known activities. It does not directly, though it may incidentally, 
address the possibility that not all relevant activities have been declared. This is 
the task of a verification system focussed on clandestine production. The two 
supplement each other, but while a system designed to deal with clandestine 
production may provide significant leverage against diversion, a system designed 
to deal with diversion will be of much more limited use against the clandestine 
production threat. As already argued, diversion-focussed systems may detect 
flows to partial production streams, but they can also be bypassed by extending 
the clandestine production stream farther upstream. 

Verification systems also differ in their organizational characteristics. For
malized and multilateralized verification systems are unlikely to include in 
their repertoire all the techniques and technical prowess of advanced national 
monitoring and intelligence systems. It may be necessary to incorporate such 
national systems, and national criminal investigation resources, into a more 
complex system of tripwires which might then trigger a sharper focus on 
particular countries and activities. A more formal dependence on such national 
systems for cases where the risk of proliferation may be quite low may be 
unacceptable as well as unnecessary. Access to information from such 
national systems may be desirable to supplement a formal, multilateral system 
for difficult cases, but it raises difficult political problems. Both this and the 

Affairs and International Trade Canada, March 1993). Such interactive effects may also 
work in negative ways, however: see Keeley et a/., "Weapons of Mass Destruction as 
Mature Technologies", 112-117. 
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diversion-clandestine distinction suggest, however, the need for a verification 
system at least to be open to such information as needed. The International 
Atomic Energy Agency seems to be moving in this direction.20 

The clandestine-diversion distinction indicates that verification activities 
need to go beyond civilian production streams. As well, the "smash and grab" 
threat could be detectable through a focus downstream of any probable civil
ian sectors, on parallel streams concerning munitions or delivery system 
production, on the characteristics of a military establishment, or on testing 
facilities. These areas, however, are more likely to be in the realm of national 
intelligence means, barring some specific arms control agreement. 

Within both supply control and verification, the problem of "signatures" of 
undesirable activity also arises. The term could be applied to distinguishing 
characteristics of a given plant or facility (e.g., the "signature" of an enrich
ment plant). Here, however, it is used in a larger but still very specific sense. 
Individual indicators are simply items about which data is desired; the data 
itself provides values or content for these indicators. A signature is an outline, 
drawn on the basis of the characteristics of this data, which points to a 
weapons capability or production program. Some indicators may be "smoking 
guns," sufficient in and of themselves to give a signature. Short of this, 
signatures will be composed from a range of indicators, no one of which is 
likely to be definitive but whose accumulated effects will at least provide 
circumstantial evidence. Some will merely be "anomalies," suggesting a need 
for explanation or investigation. Some will be weakly suggestive, odd but 
without a strong link to a weapons possibility. Still others will be strongly 
suggestive yet fall short of being definitive in themselves. 

Recognizing a signature requires both appropriate indicators and data-gath
ering techniques and also an appropriate set of methods of analysis. Here in 
particular, there are several dangers. One might be misled by patterns that 
depart from one's own practice (whether in weapons design or production 
technique, or safety or environmental standards). A target state may use its 
knowledge of one's own practice or of what one considers a suspicious 
pattern, to deliberately design around standard analytical approaches and 
interpretations. As well, especially where older technology is concerned, a 
memory of this must be preserved and applied. Beyond these problems, the 
dual-use problem may make it very difficult to distinguish a civilian from a 
military signature on production stream characteristics alone.21 Here, also, a 

20. Eric Chauvistre, "The Future of Nuclear Inspections," Arms Control, 14 (2) 1993, 23-64, 
examines some of the problems and issues for the IAEA. 

21. Biological weapons present particular problems here, but so, too, do chemical weapons in 
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focus on the necessary weaponization phases and use-preparation require
ments will be needed. This may not succeed in closing off production, but it 
could at least degrade a use capacity. 

C o n c l u s i o n 
This paper has suggested a broad way of approaching the non-proliferation 
and verification problem in a context of technological maturation. It does not 
offer a well-developed, specific set of policy recommendations, but rather 
suggests some broad orientations: some general objectives for a non-prolifer
ation policy and a focus on the production stream as a policy target. Within 
these, a variety of more specific approaches and techniques might be of 
interest. The possibilities and limits of these, however, require further and 
more detailed study. 

so far as certain defensive capabilities are permitted which could supplement or be 
convertible into an offensive capability. 


